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ABSTRACT 
Architectural patterns are used to address important aspects of software architecture and complement existing techniques. Architectural 
pattern offers a set of predefined subsystems with their responsibilities and syntax for organizing the relationships between them. There are 
many architectural style that can serve as basis for software development. This study examined the architectural style, their applications, 
strength and weaknesses. 

MAIN PAPER STARTS HERE… 
 
Software is becoming more and more pervasive and has come to stay as part of solution from technological background to everyday 
life because of its usefulness in solving problems that readily come with ease. Technologies are everywhere in society today and the 
number of online transactions and services via websites and mobile applications are growing at alarming rate[8]. Software can be 
used in nearly all fields of human endeavour including complex systems. In domains like cloud, big data, expert systems, internet of 
things (IoT), cyber-physical systems (CPS), software is the core element. Due to diverse use of software,   the techniques for design of 
software are many. Various design patterns meant for software are part of software architecture. Software is a product of software 
architecture and software pattern(s).  
In this study, the concept of software architecture and architectural patterns have been reviewed to draw distinction to the various 
architectural patterns including their areas of application, the strength of each technique and the weakness. 
2 Software Architecture 
 A software architecture is a description of subsystems and components of a software system and the relationships between them. � 
Subsystems and components are typically specified in different views to show the relevant functional and non-functional properties 
of a software system. The software system is an artifact. It is the result of the software design activity. A component is an encapsu-
lated part of a software system. A component has an interface. � Components serve as the building blocks for the structure of a sys-
tem. At programming-language level, components may be represented as modules, classes, objects or as a set of related functions. A 
subsystem is a set of collaborating components performing a given task. A subsystem is considered a separate entity within a soft-
ware architecture. � It performs its designated task by interacting with other subsystems and components. 
The architecture of a system describes its major components, its relationships (structures) and how it interacts with other subsys-
tems. Software architecture provides a blueprint for a software development. It can give an understanding of key elements that 
should be put together to achieve development of a software. Software architecture gives a structured solution to meet all the tech-
nical operational requirements while optimizing the common quality [4].  
Software architecture gives the means and techniques including the tools, methods and ideas to create fundamental system struc-
ture. [5] stated that software architecture presents the high-level structure for software systems with the views of the design deci-
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sions and hides behind in form of abstract, the complexity of the low level details. Software architecture is a step in software devel-
opment life cycle which defines how to solve the problem of the customer such that solution contains all the functional and non-
functional requirements of the customer [4]. Software architecture can be used to increase the quality of the software, help the de-
veloper work with the requirements of the system and extend the lifetime and overall quality of the software[11]. The software ar-
chitecture refers to the descriptions of a system that consists of basic structural elements that must interrelate to arrive at the ex-
pected structure. 
Software architecture may be used to increase the quality of the software, help the developer work with the requirements of the 
system and extend the lifetime and overall quality of the software applications. Architectural requirements, architectural design, arc-
hitectural description and architectural evaluation are examples of techniques and activities a software architect uses for the archi-
tectural design process. 
The software engineering addresses both the functional and non-functional requirements of any system that is meant to be devel-
oped. The software architecture refers to the non-functional requirements while software design entails the functional require-
ments. A design pattern provides a scheme for refining the subsystems or components of a software system or the relationships be-
tween them. It describes a commonly recurring structure of communicating components that solves a general design problem within 
a particular context. 
3. Architectural Patterns 
An architectural Pattern creates a means of representing, sharing and reusing knowledge of designs meant for achieving standard 
software systems. An architectural pattern presents a fundamental structural organization schema for software systems. It is 
a stylized description of a good design practice which have been implemented and found useful in different environments.   
An architectural pattern is a proven structural organisation schema for software systems. A pattern is a description of a set of 
predefined subsystems and their responsibilities (Onarcan, 2018). Software Architectural Styles can be described as principles which 
shape an application. It can be likened to an abstract framework of a system in the area of its organization. Architectural pattern of-
fers a set of predefined subsystems with their responsibilities and syntax for organizing the relationships between them. Architectur-
al pattern is of great importance in developing software. Architectural patterns offer a useful approach for developing software with 
defined properties. Patterns cover a wide range of scale and abstraction. Atimes, it can be interwoven with each other as some pat-
terns can be used to refine another pattern or other larger patterns so as to solve more complex problems [6]. Architectural patterns 
are used to address important aspects of software architecture and complement existing techniques.  It offers a mental toolbox that 
could be used to construct software that meets both the functional and nonfunctional requirements of an application. Pattern has 
been applied in diverse software domains such as business domain, the automation domain, telecommunication domain etc [8]. 
Architectural patterns have been used to express fundamental structural organization schemas for software systems. It offers a set of 
predefined subsystems, specify responsibilities for the subsystems and include rules and guidelines for organizing the relationships 
between them. Architectural patterns help to specify the fundamental structure of an application (Rimawi and Zein, 2018). Every 
development activity is controlled by the structure in the pattern. Some of the Architectural patterns   in use for software develop-
ment include:   

 (a) Layered/Tiered architecture: The Layered architecture is one of the simplest approach for dividing complicated software to 
simpler form for easy development. Each subsystem can be handled as layer and a layer above can consume the service of the 
layer below it without necessarily informing the layer below it. [15] stated that Layered architecture allows the grouping of the re-
sponsibilities of the software into several loosely coupled layers. Layered architecture is suitable for categories of applications that 
require strict standards of testability. Layered architecture is commonly used for enterprise applications that need developed 
quickly as it offers well-organized application.  Each layer can communicate with each other via well-defined interfaces. The layered 
architecture can be used in standalone system or distributed systems over several computers [7]. It can be applied in machine ar-
chitecture etc Layered architecture usually has three important layers which are: 

(i) Presentation layer: This layer is responsible for user interface functionalities. It allows users to interact with the system. It 
has capability to accept user requests and render appropriate interface for the user to access depending on the application 
type. 

(ii) Business layer: This layer handles the logic involve in carrying out operation or render service. It can also be called domain 
logic. It is responsible for coordinating the logic of the application or service.  

(iii) Infrastructure layer: This layer incorporates data services, networking services and other services required for delivery of 
service or performance of application. A pattern that is usually engaged why following the layered architecture is the MVC. 
Model-view controller pattern: The model view controller has three separate parts which are the model, the view and the 
controller. The pattern combines the three parts together for development.  The model deals with the development of the 
main application. It defines the business logic of the application usually made-up of classes that define the domain of inter-
est. The view deals with the presentation of data in the model in terms of design templates in form of look and feel. The 
controller deals with integrating the model part with the various views depending on the state of the application. The con-
troller manages the relationship between a View and a Model. It responds to user requests, interacts with the Model and 
decides which View should be generated and displayed [14]. It gives room for richness of designs through benefits of the 
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look and feel, making multiple views from the same source etc.�The weakness of MVC lies in the area of using MVC with 
modern user interface tools due to inevitability of change to view and controller when porting.  
 

Examples of areas where layered approach has been used include open system interconnection (OSI) and transmission control proto-
col/internet protocol (TCP/IP), e-commerce web applications and desktop applications. 
The strength of layered architectural patterns are: 

(i) It gives room for reuseability 
(ii) The dependencies for each layer can be kept local. 
(iii) It supports standardization that allows software developed with the technique to be used across many platforms. 

 The weaknesses of layered architecture are:   
The complexity and cost of adding more layers. The use of layered architecture can turn out to reduce efficiency in terms of delivery 
of service as it may emanate unnecessary work. It is efficiency depends on using the correct granularity of layers, using too many 
layers can result to unnecessary complexity and overhead. 

(b) Event-driven architecture (EDA): EDA is an asynchronous message-driven communication model meant to disseminate information 
for an enterprise [2]. It allows business activities to be viewed as series of events. In a typical application/service, several events can 
be identified and placed in various categories. EDA pattern can tolerate event notifications that can lead to information dissemina-
tion and reactive business process execution. It can make use of asynchronous communication to propagate information to all ser-
vices and applications. It has a core of single-purpose event processing components that can listen to events and process them 
asynchronously. Event driven pattern can use two types of topologies. 

(i) Event mediator topology pattern: This uses central mediator to organize multiple steps that are part of an event. The 
four main components of the mediator topology are: 

o Event queue: This receives events from the clients and forward it to the event mediator. 
o Event mediator: This receives the event and orchestrates the events. The event mediator sends additional 

asynchronous events to all the event channels. 
o Event channels: This is used by the mediator to transport processing events to the event processor. 
o Event processor: The event processors can receive event from the event channel and process it by applying 

business logic to process the event. 
(ii) Event broker topology pattern: In a situation where events identified in application is relatively simple, the event bro-

ker topology can be used. The structure has broker and event processor. The event broker is responsible for processing 
and publishing each event. The event broker may be implemented in centralized or federated form. There are some va-
riants of event driven pattern which include: Hub and spoken pattern, broadcast pattern, pooling pattern etc. 
Event-Bus pattern deals with events. The event sources will publish messages to particular channels on an event bus. 
Event listeners subscribe to particular channels. Listeners are notified of messages that are published to a channel to 
which they have subscribed. Generation and notification of messages is asynchronous: an event source simply gene-
rates a message and may then go on doing something else; it does not wait until all event listeners have received the 
message. Event driven pattern uses distributed asynchronous technique to improve on the challenge of distributed da-
ta. It is a scalable and flexible architecture that allows each micro service to publish event such as ordering of service or 
related modifications [9]. It allows interactions among micro service such that a microservice can subscribe to another 
micro service(s) that is of interest. Event represents a change in state.  

Event-driven architecture is one of the techniques for implementing modern day cloud applications. It can also be used in android 
applications and notification messages. The use of event bus pattern has the challenge of cross platform support. Once imple-
mented, it is usually permanent and without easy upgrade, it can become redundant. 

(c) Microservice Architecture: Microservice pattern is a new architectural style that can be used for building software systems by com-
posing lightweight services that perform very cohesive business functions [13]. A microservice refers to a fine-grained software unit 
that can be created, initialized, duplicated and destroyed independently from other microservices of the same system. Microservices 
has been viewed as the most powerful architectural pattern useful for designing, developing and deploying mission critical applica-
tions. They are usually loosely coupled. It gives support for multiple programming languages as can be obtained in polyglot model. 
Microservices operates in interoperable, technology-agnostic and are composable to produce process-centric applications [3]. Micro-
services patterns are supported by docker-enabled containerization, API gateways, integration platforms that made successful trans-
formation of monolithic applications for effective service delivery [16]. Microservices architecture has been identified as the way 
forward to realize the dream of digital enterprises. Microservice architecture made it possible to visualize service as combination of 
interdependent microservices.  It is very useful in building high scalable and flexible large scale and distributed software systems.  

The microservices architecture can accommodate several other patterns in designing flexible and scalable applications. Such patterns 
include: Orchestration and Coordination Architectural Patterns, Aggregator pattern, API gateway design pattern, chain of responsibili-
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ty pattern, branch pattern, and asynchronous messaging design pattern. 
Orchestration and Coordination Architectural Patterns: 
(i) The API-Gateway Pattern: API Gateway is the entry point in a system that is responsible for routing requests to appro-

priate microservices and gathering results from different services. It offers a tailored API to client for routing requests, 
transform protocols, implement shared logic such as authentification. Other functions include monitoring, static re-
sponse handling. The API gateway pattern can be used for achieving load balancing. 

(ii) Service Discovery Patterns: In microservives pattern, need may arise to allow multiple instances of the same microser-
vice to run in virtual machines and containers. In such situation, the client must be able to recognize and efficiently 
communicate with the appropriate microservice. Service discovery patterns dynamically supports the resolution of DNS 
address into IP addresses. Clients can query the service registry, select available instance and make direct request. 

(iii) Server-Side Discovery Pattern: When clients are allowed to make requests via a load balancer that can query registry 
and forward the request to available instance. This pattern permits clients and microservices to exchange communica-
tion directly. 

(iv) Hybrid Patterns: The hybrid pattern is a combination of the service registry and API gateway where the API gateway is 
completely replaced with message bus. The clients engage in direct communication with the message bus which routes 
requests to the requested microservices. 

 Asynchronous Messaging Design Pattern. 
The pipes and filter patterns: 
Pipe and filter is a useful pattern for message patterns. Pipe and filter allows components (filters) where data can be subjected to 
modification with certain objectives and communications (pipes) can be used to allow the flow of data between components. The pipe 
and filter pattern breaks complex tasks into multiple subtasks such that each of them can be implemented in a separate independent 
filter. Filters can communicate with each other via data transfer using pipes. Each filter has the capability to operate concurrently and 
communicate with other filters [10]. When a single event can trigger multiple actions, pipe and filter can be used. It can be applied for 
processing complex messages. The filter represents a subtask that can be handled. Each filter has interface that possesses inbound pipe 
with capability to receive, process and publish result to outbound pipe. All the pipes are connected to the same external interface. The 
connection outlet can be referred to as port. Each filter can be identified as having one input port and one output port. The pipe and 
filter pattern can be used to enrich other patterns to achieve some useful purposes such as message router pattern. The communica-
tion cost must be regulated so that the communication cost will not out-weigh performance. Determining the number of filters that 
can maximize the processing capability of the hardware is also a challenge (Bi et al., 2018). 
The use of Pipes and Filters support rapid prototyping of pipeline. 
It is efficient with parallel processing 
It supports reusability of filter components. 
The use of intermediate file may not be necessary 
The use of pipe and filter has demerits in terms of the cost of obtaining the state information which is high and Its use is associated 

with high data cost. 
Microservices can be deployed across heterogeneous execution platforms via network. Each microservice can implement some part 
or a single function of the business logic of applications [1]. It can easily allow the use of different databases technologies and inde-
pendent testing of the databases. It can use hypertext transport protocol (HTTP) resource application programming interface (API) or 
indirectly by means of message brokers. It is easily deployable on virtual machine or light weight containers. Although, microservice 
architecture is useful in building complex systems, its weakness is in the aspect of security. It has many entry points that make securi-
ty to become more challenging with the use of microservice architecture [12]. 

 

 
Conclusion 
The use of architectural pattern has significant role to play in the design of software. Pattern can also be combined together in other 
to realize software in some cases. In this study, attention has been given to software architecture and some important samples under 
each category. Such study can be used to gain insight to know the more about architectural style as it adds to the body of knowledge 
and influence choice of particular pattern at design time. 
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